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소프트웨어 분야의 현재 수준
• 안전하고 신뢰할 수 있는 소프트웨어를 만드는 좋은 방법이 있는가?

• 다른 분야와의 비교
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소프트웨어 결함 문제
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SmartMesh 사례 (2018)
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• SmartMesh 토큰 스마트 컨트랙트의 정수 오버플로우 취약점
(CVE-2018-10376)을 이용하여 천문학적 금액의 토큰을 생성

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x1abab4c8db9a30e703114528e31dee129a3a758f7f8abc3b6494aad3d304e43f
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1 function transferProxy (address from , address to , uint

value , uint fee) public returns (bool) {

2 if (balance[from] < fee + value)

3 revert ();

4 if (balance[to] + value < balance[to] ||

5 balance[msg.sender] + fee < balance[msg.sender ])

6 revert ();

7 balance[to] += value;

8 balance[msg.sender] += fee;

9 balance[from] -= value + fee;

10 return true;

11 }

3 ALGORITHM
TODO

4 EVALUATION
TODO

5 RELATEDWORK
[[Sunbeom:QuiteOld]].O����� [3] is an open-sourced symbolic
execution engine that analyzes EVM bytecode. While O����� sup-
ports a range of security properties, it does not consider all pos-
sible program paths, which may lead to false negatives. Similarly,
M���� [4] is an symbolic executor that sacri�ces soundness for
practical vulnerability detection. Z��� [2] is a sound static analyzer
that leverages existing LLVM-based symbolic model checkers such
as S��H��� [1], after translating source code into LLVM bitcode.
Z��� considers only intra-transactional reasoning and does not
reason about inter-transactional information, which would make
the analysis imprecise. We were not able to directly compare with
Z��� in our experiments, as Z��� is not publicly available. S����
���� [5] is a static analyzer that detects security vulnerabilities
using a set of predetermined compliance/violation patterns. Es-
sentially, this pattern-based approach is not suitable for analyzing
numerical properties which are our main focuses in this work.

6 CONCLUSION
TODO
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• 정수 오버플로우 (integer overflow) 취약점


• 방어적으로 코드를 작성했음에도 문제가 된 경우
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소프트웨어 결함 문제
• 2017년 소프트웨어 결함으로 인한 사회적 비용은 1.7조 달
러로 추정 (Software failure watch, 2017)
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연구 방향
• Q) 어떻게 안전한 소프트웨어를 손쉽게 만들것인가?


• A) 소프트웨어 자동 분석, 패치, 합성 기술
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연구 방향
• Q) 어떻게 안전한 소프트웨어를 손쉽게 만들것인가?


• A) 소프트웨어 자동 분석, 패치, 합성 기술
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명세
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in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
free(out); 
free(in); 

in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 

  goto err; 
} 

out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  free(in); 

  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

소프트웨어 자동 분석 
(Linux Kernel)
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double-free
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double-free



소프트웨어 자동 분석 기법

• 소프트웨어 테스팅

• 소프트웨어 정적 분석

• 소프트웨어 증명
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랜덤 테스팅 (퍼징)

 11

• 무작위로 입력을 생성하여 테스팅

int double (int v) { 
  return 2*v; 
} 

void testme(int x, int y) { 

  z := double (y);   
   
  if (z==x) {        

          
    if (x>y+10) {     
      Error;        
    }              
  }               
}

Probability of the error? (0 ≤ x,y ≤ 100)



랜덤 테스팅 (퍼징)

 11

• 무작위로 입력을 생성하여 테스팅

int double (int v) { 
  return 2*v; 
} 

void testme(int x, int y) { 

  z := double (y);   
   
  if (z==x) {        

          
    if (x>y+10) {     
      Error;        
    }              
  }               
}

Probability of the error?

< 0.4%

 (0 ≤ x,y ≤ 100)



기호 실행 (Symbolic Execution)
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int double (int v) { 
  return 2*v; 
} 

void testme(int x, int y) { 

  z := double (y);   
   
  if (z==x) {        

          
    if (x>y+10) {     
      Error;        
    }              
  }               
}

x=α, y=β

true

• 프로그램을 실제값이 아닌 기호를 이용하여 실행
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x=α, y=β,z=2*β

true

int double (int v) { 
  return 2*v; 
} 

void testme(int x, int y) { 

  z := double (y);   
   
  if (z==x) {        

          
    if (x>y+10) {     
      Error;        
    }              
  }               
}

기호 실행 (Symbolic Execution)
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int double (int v) { 
  return 2*v; 
} 

void testme(int x, int y) { 

  z := double (y);   
   
  if (z==x) {        

          
    if (x>y+10) {     
      Error;        
    }              
  }               
}

x=α, y=β,z=2*β

2*β = α

기호 실행 (Symbolic Execution)
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int double (int v) { 
  return 2*v; 
} 

void testme(int x, int y) { 

  z := double (y);   
   
  if (z==x) {        

          
    if (x>y+10) {     
      Error;        
    }              
  }               
}

x=α, y=β,z=2*β

2*β = α

기호 실행 (Symbolic Execution)

Challenge: Path explosion



State-of-the-art Symbolic Execution
• Developed “data-driven symbolic execution”

• considerable increase in code coverage
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ICSE’18, May 2018, Gothenburg, Sweden Anon.

Figure 1: Average branch coverage achieved by each search heuristic on 6 large benchmarks

4.1 E�ectiveness of Generated Heuristics
For each benchmark program,we ran our algorithm (Algorithm 2) to
generate our search heuristic (ours), and compared its performance
with that of the existing heuristics. We evaluate the e�ectiveness
with two measures: branch coverage and capability of �nding bugs.

Branch Coverage. For branch coverage, we measured the av-
erage and maximum coverages: The average branch coverage is
obtained by averaging the results over the 100 trials (20 for vim).
The maximum coverage refers to the highest coverage achieved
during the 100 trials (20 for vim). The former indicates the average
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4.1 E�ectiveness of Generated Heuristics
For each benchmark program,we ran our algorithm (Algorithm 2) to
generate our search heuristic (ours), and compared its performance
with that of the existing heuristics. We evaluate the e�ectiveness
with two measures: branch coverage and capability of �nding bugs.

Branch Coverage. For branch coverage, we measured the av-
erage and maximum coverages: The average branch coverage is
obtained by averaging the results over the 100 trials (20 for vim).
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• dramatic increase in bug-finding capability
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Table 3: Average branch coverage on 4 small benchmarks

OURS CFDS CGS Random Gen DFS

cdaudio 250 250 250 242 250 236
�oppy 205 205 205 170 205 168
replace 181 177 181 174 176 171
kb�ltr 149 149 149 149 149 134

Table 4: E�ectiveness in terms ofmaximumbranch coverage

OURS CFDS CGS Random Gen DFS

vim 8,788 8,585 6,488 8,143 5,161 2,646
expat 1,422 1,060 1,337 965 1,348 1,027
gawk 2,684 2,532 2,449 2,035 2,443 1,025
grep 1,807 1,726 1,751 1,598 1,640 1,456
sed 830 780 781 690 698 568
tree 797 702 599 704 600 360

Table 5: E�ectiveness in terms of �nding bugs

OURS CFDS CGS Random Gen DFS

gawk-3.0.3 100/100 0/100 0/100 0/100 0/100 0/100
grep-2.2 47/100 0/100 5/100 0/100 0/100 0/100

in concolic testing [15], the randomness of search heuristics, and
so on. We repeated the experiments 100 times for all benchmarks
except for vim for which we averaged over 50 trials as its execution
takes much longer time. The experiments were done on a linux
machine with two Intel Xeon Processor E5-2630 and 192GB RAM.

4.1 E�ectiveness of Generated Heuristics
For each benchmark program,we ran our algorithm (Algorithm 2) to
generate our search heuristic (ours), and compared its performance
with that of the existing heuristics. We evaluate the e�ectiveness
with two measures: branch coverage and capability of �nding bugs.

Branch Coverage. For branch coverage, we measured the av-
erage and maximum coverages. The average branch coverage is
obtained by averaging the results over the 100 trials (50 for vim).
The maximum coverage refers to the highest coverage achieved
during the 100 trials (50 for vim). The former indicates the average
performance while the latter the best performance achievable by
each heuristic.

Figure 1 compares the average branch coverage achieved by
di�erent search heuristics on 6 large benchmarks. The results show
that the search heuristics generated by our approach (ours) achieve
the best coverage on all programs. In particular, ours signi�cantly
increased the branch coverage on two largest benchmarks: vim
and gawk. For vim, ours covered 8,297 branches in 4,000 executions
while the CFDS heuristic, which took the second place for vim,
covered 7,990 branches. Note that CFDS is already highly tuned
and therefore outperforms the other heuristics for vim (for instance,
CGS covered 6,166 branches only). For gawk, ours covered 2,684

branches while the CGS heuristic, the second best one, managed
to cover 2,321 branches. For expat, sed, and tree, our approach
improved the existing heuristics considerably. For example, ours
covered 1,327 branches for expat, increasing the branch coverage
of CGS by 50. For grep, ours also performed the best followed by
CGS and CFDS. On small benchmarks, we obtained similar results;
ours (together with CGS) consistently achieved the highest average
coverage (Table 3). In the rest of the paper, we focus only on the 6
large benchmarks, where existing manually-crafted heuristics fail
to perform well.

In Figure 1, we compared the e�ectiveness of search heuristics
over iterations (# of executions)4, but our approach was also su-
perior to others over execution time. For example, given the same
time budget (1,000 sec), ours and Random (the second best) cov-
ered 8,947 and 8,272 branches, respectively, for vim (Figure 2). The
results were averaged over 50 trials.

Table 4 compares the heuristics in terms of the maximum branch
coverage on 6 large benchmarks. The results show that our ap-
proach in this case also achieves the best performance on all pro-
grams. For instance, in vim, we considerably increased the coverage
of CFDS, the second best strategy; ours covered 8,788 branches
while CFDS managed to cover 8,585. For expat, ours and CGS (the
second best) have covered 1,422 and 1,337 branches, respectively.

Note that there is no clear winner among the existing search
heuristics. Except for ours, CFDS took the �rst place for vim and sed
in terms of average branch coverage. For gawk, expat, and grep,
the CGS heuristic was the best. For tree, the Random heuristic
was better than CFDS and CGS. In terms of the maximum branch
coverage, CFDS was better than the others for vim and gawk while
CGSwas for grep and sed. The Generational and Randomheuristics
surpassed CFDS and CGS in expat and tree, respectively. On the
other hand, our approach is able to consistently produce the best
search heuristics in terms of both coverage metrics.

Bug Finding. We found that the increased branch coverage by
our approach leads to more e�ective �nding of real bugs. Table 5
reports the number of trials that successfully generate test-cases,
which trigger the known bugs in gawk and grep [13, 18]. During
the 100 trials (where a single trial consists of 4,000 executions), our
heuristic always found the bug in gawkwhile all the other heuristics
completely failed to �nd it. In grep, ours succeeded to �nd the bug
47 times out of 100 trials, which is much better than CGS does (5
times). Other heuristics were not able to trigger the bug at all.

Our heuristics are good at �nding bugs because they are much
better than other heuristics in exercising diverse program paths. We
observed that other heuristics such as CGS, CFDS, and Generational
search also have covered the branches where the bugs originate.
However, the bugs are caused only by some speci�c path conditions
and the existing heuristics were not able to generate inputs that
satisfy the conditions.

We remark that we did not specially tune our approach towards
�nding those bugs. In fact, we were not aware of the presence of
those bugs at the early stage of this work. The bugs in gawk and
grep [13, 18] cause performance problems; for example, grep-2.2

4 Evaluating the performance of search heuristics over iterations is a common prac-
tice [3, 29], as the execution time of a program may vary considerably depending on
the input.

IC
SE

’18

ASE ’18, September 3–7, 2018, Montpellier, France Sooyoung Cha, Seonho Lee, and Hakjoo Oh

Figure 4: Accumulated branch coverage achieved by conventional concolic testing and our technique on 4 benchmarks

a single trial consists of 4,000 program executions (N = 4, 000 in
Algorithm 1).

Because our approach involves additional runtime overhead (e.g.,
sequential pattern mining), it is natural for our approach to have
fewer runs of concolic testing than conventional approach within
the same time budget. Table 3 shows that the number of trials by
baseline is usually greater than the number of trials by our template-
guided concolic testing. For example, for vim, the largest program
in our benchmarks, the baseline (CGS) ran concolic testing 2,496
times for 70 hours, while our technique (T-CGS) performed it 2,054
times. One interesting point is that for grep, the number of trials
for our technique is greater than that for conventional concolic
testing. This is because the bene�t of reducing the search space
(e.g., constraint solving time) in grep is greater than the overhead
(e.g., pattern mining time) caused by our approach.

5.2.2 Bug Finding. During experiments, we have found �ve
bugs in sed, grep, and gawk, which are exploitable even in the latest
versions of the programs. Table 4 shows the bug-triggering inputs
and phenomenons when the programs are executed with the inputs.

Table 4: Bugs in benchmarks

Phenomenons Bug-Triggering Inputs Version

sed Memory Exhaustion
'H
g
;D'

4.4(latest)

sed In�nite File Write
'H
w {-
x; D'

4.4(latest)

grep Segmentation Fault '\(\)\1\+**' 3.1(latest)

grep Non-Terminating '?(^(|^+*)*\+\{8957\}' 3.1(latest)

gawk Memory Exhaustion '$6672467e2=E7' 4.21(latest)

The two error-triggering inputs for sed could consume all of our
Linux machine’s memory and hard disk, respectively. The template
used for generating the former input is as follows: { (1, ‘\n’), (3,
‘\n’), (5, ‘D’), (6, ’\0’) }. The template guides concolic testing to �nd
the bug e�ectively by concretizing 4 of the 6 characters required to
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int double (int v) { 
  return 2*v; 
} 

void testme(int x, int y) { 

  z := double (y);   
   
  if (z==x) {        

          
    if (x>y+10) {     
      Error;        
    }              
  }               
}

x=30, y=15

x=α, y=β,z=2*β

2*β = α ∧  
α > β+10

error-triggering 
input

SMT solver

기호 실행 (Symbolic Execution)



Static Program Analysis

• Predict software behavior statically and automatically

• static: analyzing program text without execution

• automatic: sw is analyzed by sw (“static analyzer”)

• Next-generation software testing technology

• finding bugs early / full automation / all bugs found

• Being widely used in sw industry
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Static Program Analysis

Technology for “Software MRI”

I Detect software bugs statically and automatically
I static: by analyzing program text, before run/ship/embed
I automatic: sw is analyzed by sw (“static analyzer”)

I Next-generation software testing technology
I finding bugs early / full automation / all bugs found

I Being widely used in sw industry

Static Program Analysis

Technology for “Software MRI”

I Detect software bugs statically and automatically
I static: by analyzing program text, before run/ship/embed
I automatic: sw is analyzed by sw (“static analyzer”)

I Next-generation software testing technology
I finding bugs early / full automation / all bugs found

I Being widely used in sw industry

Technology for “software MRI”

Code
Safe

Error



정적 분석
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• 프로그램의 실제실행을 요약(abstraction)하여 분석



정적 분석
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• 프로그램의 실제실행을 요약(abstraction)하여 분석

허위 경보(false alarm)



정적 분석
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�� Ñ�X –¨

$Y¸ (‡$�YP �Ù�Y ÙË0Y¸) 2018 Fall, Lecture 1 60 / 72

• 프로그램의 실제실행을 요약(abstraction)하여 분석

Challenge: how to find a good abstraction?



Data-Driven Program Analysis

• Learning algorithms for data-driven program analysis

• learning models [OOPSLA’17a]

• optimization algorithms [TOPLAS’19]

• feature engineering [OOPSLA’17b]

• State-of-the-art program analyses enabled by algorithms

• interval / pointer analysis [OOPSLA’18a, TOPLAS’18]

• symbolic analysis / execution [ICSE’18, ASE’18]

• others program analyses [FSE’18, OOPSLA’18b]

 21

9 papers in top-tier PL/SE conferences and journals



1:18 Sehun Jeong, Minseok Jeon, Sungdeok Cha, and Hakjoo Oh

Fig. 3. Precision and cost comparisons of among selective object-sensitive class. We purposely made an
exception in the case of S2objH+IntroB on jython benchmark, which is marked as timeout in Table 2, to
provide readers broader performance spectrum.

jython. �e results show that inclusion of speci�c features makes the analysis much more e�cient
without signi�cant trade-o� on precision.

PACM Progr. Lang., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2017.

high precision

State-of-the-art Pointer Analysis
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• Achieved state-of-the-art pointer analysis for Java

• foundational static analysis for bug-finders, verifiers, etc

• Trained with 5 small programs from the DaCapo benchmark 
and tested with 5 remaining large programs
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manual approaches 
(PLDI’14b)

high precision

State-of-the-art Pointer Analysis
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소프트웨어 증명 (Software Verification)
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Verifier

프로그램

증명할 성질

증명성공

반례 
(counterexample)

P

� P ^ ¬�SAT(             )

UNSAT

SAT

• 프로그램과 증명할 성질을 일차 논리식으로 표현

• 논리식의 satisfiability 여부를 판별



VeriSmart 검증 알고리즘
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트랜잭션 불변 
성질 합성기

증명이 불가능함을 보이는 반례

(counterexample)

트랜잭션 불변 성질

(transaction invariant)

증명기프로그램 증명성공

• 프로그램 증명과 불변 성질 합성을 동시에 진행



VeriSmart 검증 성능
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• ZEUS[NDSS’18] 가 검증에 실패했던 13개 프로그램에 대해 예비 실험

프로그램 증명 대상 개수 
(#queries)

Zeus 증명 쿼리 갯수 
(트랜잭션 불변식 O)

zeus1 3 2 3
zeus2 3 2 3
zeus3 7 5 7
zeus4 6 3 6
zeus5 7 5 7
zeus6 7 5 7
zeus7 7 5 7
zeus8 7 5 7
zeus9 7 5 7

zeus10 5 2 5
zeus11 7 5 7
zeus12 3 2 3
zeus13 3 2 3
전체 72 48 72

Zeus가 증명에 실패한 13개 프로그램에 대해 모두 증명 성공



in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
free(out); 
free(in); 

in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 
  out = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 

out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  free(in); 
  in = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

자동 패치 필요성 
(Linux Kernel)
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in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
free(out); 
free(in); 

in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 
  out = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 

out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  free(in); 
  in = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

수동 디버깅의 문제 1: 
오류가 사라졌는지 확신하기 어려움

자동 패치 필요성 
(Linux Kernel)
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in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
// removed 
free(in); 

in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 
  out = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 
free(out); 
out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  free(in); 
  in = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

자동 패치 필요성 
(Linux Kernel)
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in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
// removed 
free(in); 

in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 
  out = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 
free(out); 
out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  free(in); 
  in = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

memory leak

수동 디버깅의 문제 2: 
고치는 과정에서 새로운 오류가 발생

자동 패치 필요성 
(Linux Kernel)
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in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
free(out); 
free(in); 
out = NULL; 
in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 
  out = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 
// removed 
out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  free(in); 
  in = NULL; 
  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

자동 패치 필요성 
(Linux Kernel)
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} 
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} 
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err: 
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자동 패치 필요성 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수동 디버깅의 문제 3: 수정된 코드가 복잡



in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
// removed 
free(in); 

in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 

  goto err; 
} 
free(out); 
out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  // removed 

  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
free(out); 
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in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 

  goto err; 
} 

out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  free(in); 

  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

패치 자동 생성

소프트웨어 오류 자동 수정
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in = malloc(1); 
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... // use in, out 
// removed 
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if (in == NULL) { 

  goto err; 
} 
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  // removed 

  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

in = malloc(1); 
out = malloc(1); 
... // use in, out 
free(out); 
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in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 

  goto err; 
} 

out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  free(in); 

  goto err; 
} 
... // use in, out 
err: 
  free(in); 
  free(out); 
  return;

패치 자동 생성

소프트웨어 오류 자동 수정
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수동 디버깅의 문제 해결:
1. 대상 오류가 반드시 제거됨
2. 새로운 오류가 발생하지 않음
3. 간결한 패치 (최소한의 변경)
=> 수학적 보장.  
     추가적인 리뷰 불필요.
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in = malloc(2); 
if (in == NULL) { 

  goto err; 
} 
free(out); 
out = malloc(2); 
if (out == NULL) { 
  // removed 

  goto err; 
}

Fixing memory errors
(undecidable)

Exact cover problem
(NP-complete)

Boolean satisfiability
(NP-complete)
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It includes the access paths that may point-to the object, fromwhich
mustNot 0 is removed to ensure the object invariant. The sets must 0

and mustNot 0 are de�ned depending on the type of statements. For
example, when cmd (c ) = alloc(x ), must 0 and mustNot 0 are:

must 0 = mustalias(c,must \mayalias(c, {x , ⇤x }))
mustNot 0 = mustalias(c,mustNot \mayalias(c, {x , ⇤x }) [ {x })

Because x refers to a new object after the allocation, we remove all
the access paths that are reachable from x (i.e.mayalias(c, {x , ⇤x }))
from must and mustNot. In addition, mustNot 0 includes x since we
know that x de�nitely does not point-to the old object. Other cases
are de�ned similarly.

3.3 Solving an Exact Cover Problem
The second step of M��F�� is to establish and solve an exact cover
problem. The static analysis computes safe and unsafe patches
separately for each object. However, a patch that is safe for an
object may be unsafe for others. Thus, M��F�� aims to choose a
set of patches that are simultaneously safe for all allocated objects.
M��F�� does so by solving an exact cover problem derived from
the static analysis.

We �rst describe the basic method (Section 3.3.1), which captures
the key idea behind our approach but works correctly with an
assumption on the input program. We will explain the assumption
and how to discharge it in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Basic Method. Let R ✓ S be the set of reachable states
available at the exit node of the program according to the static
analysis: i.e., R = (lfpF ) (cx ). Then, we de�ne safe, unsafe, and
candidate patches as follows:

SafeR =
[
{patch | h_, _, _, _, patch, _i 2 R}

UnSafeR =
[
{patchNot | h_, _, _, _, _, patchNoti 2 R}

CandR = SafeR \ UnSafeR
SafeR contains the patches that are guaranteed to safely deallocate
some object. UnSafeR is the set of patches that may be unsafe for
some object. Excluding UnSafeR from SafeR , we obtain the set of
candidate patches that we can use in repairing the program.

LetM : CandR ! P (R) be the function from candidate patches
to the reachable states that can be safely deallocated by the corre-
sponding patches:

M (c ) = {ho,may,must,mustNot, patch, patchNoti 2 R | c 2 patch}
For example,M describes the incidence matrix in Section 2.2. Then,
the problem of �nding correct patches is de�ned as follows.

De�nition 3.1 (The Correct Patch Problem). Find a subset C ✓
CandR of candidate patches such that
• C covers the reachable states R, i.e., R =

S
c 2C M (c ), and

• the chosen subsets in M (c ) (where c 2 C) are pairwise dis-
joint, i.e.,M (c1) \M (c2) = ; for all c1, c2 2 C .

The �rst condition means that all allocated objects must be deallo-
cated (i.e. no memory-leaks). The second one means that every allo-
cated object is deallocated no more than once (i.e. no double-frees).
We guarantee the absence of use-after-frees as well because the

patches that may cause use-after-free are all collected in UnSafeR
and already excluded from CandR .

Note that this is an instance of the exact cover problem, a well-
known NP-complete problem [9]. We solve the exact cover problem
by encoding it as boolean satis�ability and leveraging an o�-the-
shelf SAT solver. Let R = {r1, . . . , rm } be the set of reachable object
states and CandR = {c1, . . . , cn } be the set of candidate patches
for R. Let C ✓ CandR be the solution of the patch problem (De�-
nition 3.2). We introduce boolean variables Si (1  i  n) and Ti j
(1  i  n, 1  j  m) to encode the solution of the patch problem
and the functionM :

Si () ci 2 C, Ti j () r j 2 M (ci ).

That is, Si is true i� the patch candidate ci 2 Cand is included in
the solution C , and Ti j is true i� the object state r j 2 R is deallo-
cated by the patch ci . Then, we can encode the two conditions in
De�nition 3.2 by boolean constraints �1 and �2:

�1 =
m̂

j=1

n_

i=1
Ti j ^ Si

�2 =
m̂

j=1

n̂

i1=1

n̂

i2=1

⇣
(i1 , i2) =) ¬

⇣
(Ti1 j ^ Si1 ) ^ (Ti2 j ^ Si2 )

⌘⌘

The formula �1 encodes the �rst condition of De�nition 3.2: for any
reachable object r j , some patch ci in the solution must deallocate
the object. The formula �2 encodes the second condition: for any
reachable object r j , two di�erent patches ci1 and ci2 in the solution
do not deallocate the object r j at the same time. Finding a satisfying
assignment of �1 ^ �2, which assigns truth values to variables Si ,
determines the solution C . M��F�� succeeds to repair the input
program i� �1 ^ �2 is satis�able.

3.3.2 Ensuring Safety during Patch Generation. Now we explain
the assumption behind the basic method and how to address it. Con-
sider the code: p=malloc(); *p=malloc();, where two objects o1
and o2 are allocated and pointed to by p and *p, respectively. Our
method �nds out that the object o1 can be deallocated by free(p)
and o2 by free(*p) at the end of the code. Thus, the method gen-
erates one of the following two �xes:

(1) p=malloc(); *p=malloc(); free(*p); free(p);
(2) p=malloc(); *p=malloc(); free(p); free(*p);

However, the second one is not safe because the object pointed
to by p is deallocated by free(p) and then dereferenced by the
subsequent deallocation free(*p), causing a use-after-free. Note
that this type of use-after-free is caused by the inserted patches,
not by the ordinary uses present in the original code (for which the
our method guarantees the safety).

We can simply address this problem by assuming that the input
program is written in a way that a temporary variable is introduced
whenever a pointer expression is dereferenced. For example, we
assume that the code above has been transformed to the follow-
ing before we apply our algorithm: p=malloc(); *p=malloc();
tmp=*p; where variable tmp is created to store the value of the
pointer expression *p. Then we can avoid the problem of the ba-
sic method by generating patches whose pointer expressions are

approx. by 
static analysis SAT encoding
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5. Conclusion
✓ 코드의의미상오류를자동으로찾는

새로운알고리즘제안
-오류위치추정 : MAX-SAT기법이용
-오류자동수정: Program Synthesis기법이용

✓ 기존의연구와다르게실제언어에
대해효율적으로코드생성

2. Research Goal 프로그래밍과제피드백자동화

1. Motivation
과제를 어려워하는 친구들을 보면서:
프로그래밍 과제 피드백을 자동화 할 수 없을까?

• 학생 :점수는받지만,피드백이없다.
• 교수자:일일이피드백을주기어렵다 (2~3명 vs 80 명이상).

3. Algorithm
3.1 잘못된부분자동으로찾기 Maximum Satisfiability(MAX-SAT) 문제로해결

4. Evaluation

✓ 프로그래밍언어수업에서사용된문제들
✓ 탐색기법을적용하지않은알고리즘과비교
✓ 평균적으로 380배정도의향상

Test Basic (sec) Component 
(sec)

Type + 
Component 

(sec)
속도향상

List zipper 133 0.488 0.176 760x
Prime 0.1 0.016 0.02 5x

List map Time out 10.96 2.06 n/a
Factorial 380.064 6.764 0.936 400x

-미분문제 (정답률 : 47%)

… 
| Sum plus -> 
(match plus with
[]     -> Const 0
| [hd]   -> diff( hd, var)
| hd::tl -> Sum [diff(hd, var); diff(Times tl, var)]

) …

Sum

let rec map f (l,var) =
match l with
| [] -> []
| hd::tl -> (f (hd,var))::(map f (tl,var))

… 
| Sum lst -> Sum (map diff (lst,var))
…

오답코드

모범답안

오답코드가모범답안과차이가많이남

3.2 잘못된부분자동교정 타입과프로그램구성요소를이용한프로그램합성문제로해결

let rec f n = 
if(n=1) then 1 
else ?

let rec f n = 
if(n=1) then 1 
else n * (f (n-1))

-합성을진행할위치에사용가능한변수를추출

Free Variable set
={f, n}

-정답코드에서사용된구성요소 추출

Expression set
={ ?=?, (? ?), ? * ?, 1, ?-?,

if ? then ? else ?}

(2) 타입시스템을활용

-옳지않은타입을가진프로그램의경우가지치기

(1) 구성요소추출

실행환경 OS Kali-linux 2016.1/ Intel Core i7-7700/2 Core/16GB DDR4

Test case: 3 -> 4 { input ≔ 3 ⋀ output≔ 4 }

let rec func n = 
if (n=1) then 1 
else n

{ n ≔ input ⋀
output ≔ if (guard,1,r) ⋀
guard≔ (n=1) ⋀ r ≔ n }

-프로그램과테스트케이스를논리식으로표현

(1) 오류탐색을 SAT Problem으로변환
-모순을만들지않는최대의논리식

(2) MAX-SAT을이용해최소한의오류를탐색

-논리식에모순이생기면오류가존재

{ input ≔ 3 ⋀
output≔ 4 ⋀
n ≔ input ⋀
output ≔ if (guard,1,r) ⋀
guard≔ (n=1) ⋀ r ≔ n }

모순발생
(Error Program)

Weighted Partial 
MAX-SAT Solver

필수조건을충족시키며모순을만들지않는최대의논리식

{n ≔ input ⋀
output ≔ if (guard,1,r) ⋀
guard≔ (n=1) ⋀ r ≔ n }

{ input ≔ 3 ⋀
output≔ 4 } {n ≔ input ⋀

output ≔ if (guard,1,r) ⋀
guard≔ (n=1)}

-논리식의Weight를부여해가장큰논리식계산

output ≔ If (guard, 1, r) -> 5

Guard ≔ (n=1) -> 2 1 -> 1

n ≔ input -> 1

r ≔ n -> 1

1 -> 1

r ≔ n -> 1
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1:28 Anon.

6 | Sum of aexp list

7
8 let rec diff : aexp * string -> aexp

9 = fun (e, x) ->

10 match e with

11 | Const n -> Const 0

12 | Var a -> if (a <> x) then Const 0 else Const 1

13 | Power (a, n) -> if (a <> x) then Const 0 else Times [Const n; Power (a, n-1)]

14 | Times l ->

15 begin

16 match l with

17 | [] -> Const 0

18 | hd::tl -> Sum [Times ((diff (hd, x))::tl); Times [hd; diff (Times tl, x)]]

19 end

20 | Sum l -> Sum (List.map (fun e -> diff (e,x)) l)

B LANGUAGE
The full language of F��ML is as follows:

E ::= () | n | x | true | false | str | �x.E | E1 + E2 | E1 � E2 | E1 ⇥ E2 | E1/E2 | E1 mod E2 | �E
| not E | E1 | | E2 | E1 &&E2 | E1 < E2 | E1 > E2 | E1  E2 | E1 � E2 | E1 = E2 | E1<>E2
| E1 E2 | E1::E2 | E1@E2 | E1ˆE2 | raise E | (E1, . . . ,Ek ) | [E1; . . . ;Ek ]
| if E1 E2 E3 | c (E1, . . . ,Ek ) | let x = E1 in E2 | let rec f (x ) = E1 in E2
| let x1 = E1 and . . . and xk = Ek in E | let rec f1 (x1) = E1 and . . . and fk (xk ) = Ek in E
| match E with p1 ! E1 | · · · | pk ! Ek
| ⇤

� ::= unit | int | bool | string | exn | �1 ! �2 | � list | T | (�1⇤ . . . ⇤�k ) | �
p ::= n | x | true | false | p1 :: p2 | [p1; . . . ;pk ] | (p1, . . . ,p2) | c (p1, . . . ,pk ) | p1 | · · · | pk | _

C FEEDBACK ON A LARGE PROGRAM
F��ML was able to accurately identify and �x the error at line 123 in the following student program
for problem #13 in 3.4 seconds.

1 type aexp =

2 |CONST of int

3 | VAR of string

4 | POWER of string * int

5 | TIMES of aexp list

6 | SUM of aexp list

7
8 type env = (string * int * int) list

9
10 let diff : aexp * string -> aexp

11 = fun (aexp, x) ->

12
13 let rec deployEnv : env -> int -> aexp list

14 = fun env flag ->

15 match env with

16 | hd::tl ->

17 (
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1:28 Anon.

6 | Sum of aexp list

7
8 let rec diff : aexp * string -> aexp

9 = fun (e, x) ->

10 match e with

11 | Const n -> Const 0

12 | Var a -> if (a <> x) then Const 0 else Const 1

13 | Power (a, n) -> if (a <> x) then Const 0 else Times [Const n; Power (a, n-1)]

14 | Times l ->

15 begin

16 match l with

17 | [] -> Const 0

18 | hd::tl -> Sum [Times ((diff (hd, x))::tl); Times [hd; diff (Times tl, x)]]

19 end

20 | Sum l -> Sum (List.map (fun e -> diff (e,x)) l)

B LANGUAGE
The full language of F��ML is as follows:

E ::= () | n | x | true | false | str | �x.E | E1 + E2 | E1 � E2 | E1 ⇥ E2 | E1/E2 | E1 mod E2 | �E
| not E | E1 | | E2 | E1 &&E2 | E1 < E2 | E1 > E2 | E1  E2 | E1 � E2 | E1 = E2 | E1<>E2
| E1 E2 | E1::E2 | E1@E2 | E1ˆE2 | raise E | (E1, . . . ,Ek ) | [E1; . . . ;Ek ]
| if E1 E2 E3 | c (E1, . . . ,Ek ) | let x = E1 in E2 | let rec f (x ) = E1 in E2
| let x1 = E1 and . . . and xk = Ek in E | let rec f1 (x1) = E1 and . . . and fk (xk ) = Ek in E
| match E with p1 ! E1 | · · · | pk ! Ek
| ⇤

� ::= unit | int | bool | string | exn | �1 ! �2 | � list | T | (�1⇤ . . . ⇤�k ) | �
p ::= n | x | true | false | p1 :: p2 | [p1; . . . ;pk ] | (p1, . . . ,p2) | c (p1, . . . ,pk ) | p1 | · · · | pk | _

C FEEDBACK ON A LARGE PROGRAM
F��ML was able to accurately identify and �x the error at line 123 in the following student program
for problem #13 in 3.4 seconds.

1 type aexp =

2 |CONST of int

3 | VAR of string

4 | POWER of string * int

5 | TIMES of aexp list

6 | SUM of aexp list

7
8 type env = (string * int * int) list

9
10 let diff : aexp * string -> aexp

11 = fun (aexp, x) ->

12
13 let rec deployEnv : env -> int -> aexp list

14 = fun env flag ->

15 match env with

16 | hd::tl ->

17 (
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18 match hd with

19 |(x, c, p) ->

20 if (flag = 0 && c = 0) then deployEnv tl flag

21 else if (x = �const� && flag = 1 && c = 1) then deployEnv tl flag

22 else if (p = 0) then (CONST c)::(deployEnv tl flag)

23 else if (c = 1 && p = 1) then (VAR x)::(deployEnv tl flag)

24 else if (p = 1) then TIMES[CONST c; VAR x]::(deployEnv tl flag)

25 else if (c = 1) then POWER(x, p)::(deployEnv tl flag)

26 else TIMES [CONST c; POWER(x, p)]::(deployEnv tl flag)

27 )

28 | [] -> []

29 in

30
31 let rec updateEnv : (string * int * int) -> env -> int -> env

32 = fun elem env flag ->

33 match env with

34 | (hd::tl) ->

35 (

36 match hd with

37 | (x, c, p) ->

38 (

39 match elem with

40 |(x2, c2, p2) ->

41 if (flag = 0) then

42 if (x = x2 && p = p2) then (x, (c + c2), p)::tl

43 else hd::(updateEnv elem tl flag)

44 else

45 if (x = x2) then (x, (c*c2), (p + p2))::tl

46 else hd::(updateEnv elem tl flag)

47 )

48 )

49 | [] -> elem::[]

50 in

51
52 let rec doDiff : aexp * string -> aexp

53 = fun (aexp, x) ->

54 match aexp with

55 | CONST _ -> CONST 0

56 | VAR v ->

57 if (x = v) then CONST 1

58 else CONST 0

59 | POWER (v, p) ->

60 if (p = 0) then CONST 0

61 else if (x = v) then TIMES ((CONST p)::POWER (v, p-1)::[])

62 else CONST 0

63 | TIMES lst ->

64 (

65 match lst with

66 | (hd::[]) -> doDiff (hd, x)

67 | (hd::tl) ->

68 let diff_hd = doDiff(hd, x) in

69 let diff_tl = doDiff((TIMES tl), x) in
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70 (

71 match (hd, diff_hd, tl, diff_tl) with

72 | (CONST p, CONST s, [CONST r], CONST q) -> CONST (p*q + r*s)

73 | (CONST p, _, _, CONST q) ->

74 if (diff_hd = CONST 0 || tl = [CONST 0]) then CONST (p*q)

75 else SUM [CONST(p*q); TIMES(diff_hd::tl)]

76 | (_, CONST s, [CONST r], _) ->

77 if (hd = CONST 0 || diff_tl = CONST 0) then CONST (r*s)

78 else SUM [TIMES [hd; diff_tl]; CONST(r*s)]

79 | _ ->

80 if (hd = CONST 0 || diff_tl = CONST 0) then TIMES(diff_hd::tl)

81 else if (tl = [CONST 0] || diff_hd = CONST 0) then TIMES [hd; diff_tl]

82 else SUM [TIMES [hd; diff_tl]; TIMES (diff_hd::tl)]

83 )

84 | [] -> CONST 0

85 )

86 | SUM lst -> SUM(List.map (fun aexp -> doDiff(aexp, x)) lst)

87 in

88
89 let rec simplify : aexp -> env -> int -> aexp list

90 = fun aexp env flag ->

91 match aexp with

92 | SUM lst ->

93 (

94 match lst with

95 | (CONST c)::tl -> simplify (SUM tl) (updateEnv (�const�, c, 0) env 0) 0

96 | (VAR x)::tl -> simplify (SUM tl) (updateEnv (x, 1, 1) env 0) 0

97 | (POWER (x, p))::tl -> simplify (SUM tl) (updateEnv (x, 1, p) env 0) 0

98 | (SUM lst)::tl -> simplify (SUM (List.append lst tl)) env 0

99 | (TIMES lst)::tl ->

100 (

101 let l = simplify (TIMES lst) [] 1 in

102 match l with

103 | h::t ->

104 if (t = []) then List.append l (simplify (SUM tl) env 0)

105 else List.append (TIMES l::[]) (simplify (SUM tl) env 0)

106 | [] -> []

107 )

108 | [] -> deployEnv env 0

109 )

110 | TIMES lst ->

111 (

112 match lst with

113 | (CONST c)::tl -> simplify (TIMES tl) (updateEnv (�const�, c, 0) env 1) 1

114 | (VAR x)::tl -> simplify (TIMES tl) (updateEnv (x, 1, 1) env 1) 1

115 | (POWER (x, p))::tl -> simplify (TIMES tl) (updateEnv (x, 1, p) env 1) 1

116 | (SUM lst)::tl ->

117 (

118 let l = simplify (SUM lst) [] 0 in

119 match l with

120 | h::t ->

121 if (t = []) then List.append l (simplify (TIMES tl) env 1)
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122 else List.append (SUM l::[]) (simplify (TIMES tl) env 1)

123 | [] -> [] (* Feedback : Replace [] by ((Sum lst) :: tl) *)

124 )

125 | (TIMES lst)::tl -> simplify (TIMES (List.append lst tl)) env 1

126 | [] -> deployEnv env 1

127 )

128 in

129
130 let result = doDiff (aexp, x) in

131 match result with

132 | SUM _ -> SUM (simplify result [] 0)

133 | TIMES _ -> TIMES (simplify result [] 1)

134 | _ -> result
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1:28 Anon.

6 | Sum of aexp list

7
8 let rec diff : aexp * string -> aexp

9 = fun (e, x) ->

10 match e with

11 | Const n -> Const 0

12 | Var a -> if (a <> x) then Const 0 else Const 1

13 | Power (a, n) -> if (a <> x) then Const 0 else Times [Const n; Power (a, n-1)]

14 | Times l ->

15 begin

16 match l with

17 | [] -> Const 0

18 | hd::tl -> Sum [Times ((diff (hd, x))::tl); Times [hd; diff (Times tl, x)]]

19 end

20 | Sum l -> Sum (List.map (fun e -> diff (e,x)) l)

B LANGUAGE
The full language of F��ML is as follows:

E ::= () | n | x | true | false | str | �x.E | E1 + E2 | E1 � E2 | E1 ⇥ E2 | E1/E2 | E1 mod E2 | �E
| not E | E1 | | E2 | E1 &&E2 | E1 < E2 | E1 > E2 | E1  E2 | E1 � E2 | E1 = E2 | E1<>E2
| E1 E2 | E1::E2 | E1@E2 | E1ˆE2 | raise E | (E1, . . . ,Ek ) | [E1; . . . ;Ek ]
| if E1 E2 E3 | c (E1, . . . ,Ek ) | let x = E1 in E2 | let rec f (x ) = E1 in E2
| let x1 = E1 and . . . and xk = Ek in E | let rec f1 (x1) = E1 and . . . and fk (xk ) = Ek in E
| match E with p1 ! E1 | · · · | pk ! Ek
| ⇤

� ::= unit | int | bool | string | exn | �1 ! �2 | � list | T | (�1⇤ . . . ⇤�k ) | �
p ::= n | x | true | false | p1 :: p2 | [p1; . . . ;pk ] | (p1, . . . ,p2) | c (p1, . . . ,pk ) | p1 | · · · | pk | _

C FEEDBACK ON A LARGE PROGRAM
F��ML was able to accurately identify and �x the error at line 123 in the following student program
for problem #13 in 3.4 seconds.

1 type aexp =

2 |CONST of int

3 | VAR of string

4 | POWER of string * int

5 | TIMES of aexp list

6 | SUM of aexp list

7
8 type env = (string * int * int) list

9
10 let diff : aexp * string -> aexp

11 = fun (aexp, x) ->

12
13 let rec deployEnv : env -> int -> aexp list

14 = fun env flag ->

15 match env with

16 | hd::tl ->

17 (
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1:28 Anon.

6 | Sum of aexp list

7
8 let rec diff : aexp * string -> aexp

9 = fun (e, x) ->

10 match e with

11 | Const n -> Const 0

12 | Var a -> if (a <> x) then Const 0 else Const 1

13 | Power (a, n) -> if (a <> x) then Const 0 else Times [Const n; Power (a, n-1)]

14 | Times l ->

15 begin

16 match l with

17 | [] -> Const 0

18 | hd::tl -> Sum [Times ((diff (hd, x))::tl); Times [hd; diff (Times tl, x)]]

19 end

20 | Sum l -> Sum (List.map (fun e -> diff (e,x)) l)

B LANGUAGE
The full language of F��ML is as follows:

E ::= () | n | x | true | false | str | �x.E | E1 + E2 | E1 � E2 | E1 ⇥ E2 | E1/E2 | E1 mod E2 | �E
| not E | E1 | | E2 | E1 &&E2 | E1 < E2 | E1 > E2 | E1  E2 | E1 � E2 | E1 = E2 | E1<>E2
| E1 E2 | E1::E2 | E1@E2 | E1ˆE2 | raise E | (E1, . . . ,Ek ) | [E1; . . . ;Ek ]
| if E1 E2 E3 | c (E1, . . . ,Ek ) | let x = E1 in E2 | let rec f (x ) = E1 in E2
| let x1 = E1 and . . . and xk = Ek in E | let rec f1 (x1) = E1 and . . . and fk (xk ) = Ek in E
| match E with p1 ! E1 | · · · | pk ! Ek
| ⇤

� ::= unit | int | bool | string | exn | �1 ! �2 | � list | T | (�1⇤ . . . ⇤�k ) | �
p ::= n | x | true | false | p1 :: p2 | [p1; . . . ;pk ] | (p1, . . . ,p2) | c (p1, . . . ,pk ) | p1 | · · · | pk | _

C FEEDBACK ON A LARGE PROGRAM
F��ML was able to accurately identify and �x the error at line 123 in the following student program
for problem #13 in 3.4 seconds.

1 type aexp =

2 |CONST of int

3 | VAR of string

4 | POWER of string * int

5 | TIMES of aexp list

6 | SUM of aexp list

7
8 type env = (string * int * int) list

9
10 let diff : aexp * string -> aexp

11 = fun (aexp, x) ->

12
13 let rec deployEnv : env -> int -> aexp list

14 = fun env flag ->

15 match env with

16 | hd::tl ->

17 (
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18 match hd with

19 |(x, c, p) ->

20 if (flag = 0 && c = 0) then deployEnv tl flag

21 else if (x = �const� && flag = 1 && c = 1) then deployEnv tl flag

22 else if (p = 0) then (CONST c)::(deployEnv tl flag)

23 else if (c = 1 && p = 1) then (VAR x)::(deployEnv tl flag)

24 else if (p = 1) then TIMES[CONST c; VAR x]::(deployEnv tl flag)

25 else if (c = 1) then POWER(x, p)::(deployEnv tl flag)

26 else TIMES [CONST c; POWER(x, p)]::(deployEnv tl flag)

27 )

28 | [] -> []

29 in

30
31 let rec updateEnv : (string * int * int) -> env -> int -> env

32 = fun elem env flag ->

33 match env with

34 | (hd::tl) ->

35 (

36 match hd with

37 | (x, c, p) ->

38 (

39 match elem with

40 |(x2, c2, p2) ->

41 if (flag = 0) then

42 if (x = x2 && p = p2) then (x, (c + c2), p)::tl

43 else hd::(updateEnv elem tl flag)

44 else

45 if (x = x2) then (x, (c*c2), (p + p2))::tl

46 else hd::(updateEnv elem tl flag)

47 )

48 )

49 | [] -> elem::[]

50 in

51
52 let rec doDiff : aexp * string -> aexp

53 = fun (aexp, x) ->

54 match aexp with

55 | CONST _ -> CONST 0

56 | VAR v ->

57 if (x = v) then CONST 1

58 else CONST 0

59 | POWER (v, p) ->

60 if (p = 0) then CONST 0

61 else if (x = v) then TIMES ((CONST p)::POWER (v, p-1)::[])

62 else CONST 0

63 | TIMES lst ->

64 (

65 match lst with

66 | (hd::[]) -> doDiff (hd, x)

67 | (hd::tl) ->

68 let diff_hd = doDiff(hd, x) in

69 let diff_tl = doDiff((TIMES tl), x) in
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70 (

71 match (hd, diff_hd, tl, diff_tl) with

72 | (CONST p, CONST s, [CONST r], CONST q) -> CONST (p*q + r*s)

73 | (CONST p, _, _, CONST q) ->

74 if (diff_hd = CONST 0 || tl = [CONST 0]) then CONST (p*q)

75 else SUM [CONST(p*q); TIMES(diff_hd::tl)]

76 | (_, CONST s, [CONST r], _) ->

77 if (hd = CONST 0 || diff_tl = CONST 0) then CONST (r*s)

78 else SUM [TIMES [hd; diff_tl]; CONST(r*s)]

79 | _ ->

80 if (hd = CONST 0 || diff_tl = CONST 0) then TIMES(diff_hd::tl)

81 else if (tl = [CONST 0] || diff_hd = CONST 0) then TIMES [hd; diff_tl]

82 else SUM [TIMES [hd; diff_tl]; TIMES (diff_hd::tl)]

83 )

84 | [] -> CONST 0

85 )

86 | SUM lst -> SUM(List.map (fun aexp -> doDiff(aexp, x)) lst)

87 in

88
89 let rec simplify : aexp -> env -> int -> aexp list

90 = fun aexp env flag ->

91 match aexp with

92 | SUM lst ->

93 (

94 match lst with

95 | (CONST c)::tl -> simplify (SUM tl) (updateEnv (�const�, c, 0) env 0) 0

96 | (VAR x)::tl -> simplify (SUM tl) (updateEnv (x, 1, 1) env 0) 0

97 | (POWER (x, p))::tl -> simplify (SUM tl) (updateEnv (x, 1, p) env 0) 0

98 | (SUM lst)::tl -> simplify (SUM (List.append lst tl)) env 0

99 | (TIMES lst)::tl ->

100 (

101 let l = simplify (TIMES lst) [] 1 in

102 match l with

103 | h::t ->

104 if (t = []) then List.append l (simplify (SUM tl) env 0)

105 else List.append (TIMES l::[]) (simplify (SUM tl) env 0)

106 | [] -> []

107 )

108 | [] -> deployEnv env 0

109 )

110 | TIMES lst ->

111 (

112 match lst with

113 | (CONST c)::tl -> simplify (TIMES tl) (updateEnv (�const�, c, 0) env 1) 1

114 | (VAR x)::tl -> simplify (TIMES tl) (updateEnv (x, 1, 1) env 1) 1

115 | (POWER (x, p))::tl -> simplify (TIMES tl) (updateEnv (x, 1, p) env 1) 1

116 | (SUM lst)::tl ->

117 (

118 let l = simplify (SUM lst) [] 0 in

119 match l with

120 | h::t ->

121 if (t = []) then List.append l (simplify (TIMES tl) env 1)
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122 else List.append (SUM l::[]) (simplify (TIMES tl) env 1)

123 | [] -> [] (* Feedback : Replace [] by ((Sum lst) :: tl) *)

124 )

125 | (TIMES lst)::tl -> simplify (TIMES (List.append lst tl)) env 1

126 | [] -> deployEnv env 1

127 )

128 in

129
130 let result = doDiff (aexp, x) in

131 match result with

132 | SUM _ -> SUM (simplify result [] 0)

133 | TIMES _ -> TIMES (simplify result [] 1)

134 | _ -> result
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Fig. 4. Overview of F��ML.

F��ML precisely captures this root cause and modi�es (help_append_list l1 l2) at line 13
into (help_append_list l1 (help_append_list l2 [])), where duplicates in l2 are removed
by applying help_append_list to l2 and [] (help_append_list correctly checks duplicates in
the �rst argument list). We remark that this feedback is exactly the same as the manual feedback
provided by a human in the post and agreed upon by several others without any objections.

2.2 How F��ML Works
Fig. 4 illustrates how F��ML works. Given a student’s incorrect program, a set of testcases, and a
correct implementation from an instructor, F��ML repairs the student code by using statistical error
localization and enhanced type-directed synthesis. Let us illustrate our algorithm using a simple
example. Assume that we are given the following buggy (left) and correct (right) implementations
of the factorial function:

1 let rec factorial n =

2 match n with

3 | 0 -> 1

4 | x -> 2 (* error *)

1 let rec factorial n =

2 if (n=0) then 1

3 else n * factorial (n-1)

as well as a set of input-output testcases, {0 7! 1, 3 7! 6, 4 7! 24}.
Statistical Error Localization. F��ML begins with localizing the error and produces a ranked

list of partial programs. The error-localization procedure works in the three steps. First, we classify
the testcases into positive (P ) and negative (N ) testcases: P = {0 7! 1} and N = {3 7! 6, 4 7! 24},
such that the buggy program correctly works for P but not for N . Second, we collect subexpres-
sions of the buggy program that are evaluated with the negative testcases. In our example, these
subexpressions are: S = {2, n, match n with | 0 -> 1 | x -> 2}. Then, we generate a set of
partial programs by replacing each expression in S by a hole, producing the following three partial
programs:

(1)

let rec factorial n =

match n with

| 0 -> 1

| x -> ?

(2)

let rec factorial n =

match ? with

| 0 -> 1

| x -> 2

(3) let rec factorial n = ?

Finally, we rank the partial programs based on the observation that subexpressions that are less
involved with the positive cases P are more likely to be erroneous. As a result, our algorithm

Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 1, No. OOPSLA, Article 1. Publication date: January 2018.
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Performance
• Better than humans for introductory programming 

tasks
Domain No Description Vars Ints Exs Time (sec)

IVars AVars Base Base+Opt Ours

Integer

1 Given n, return n!. 2 0 2 4 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 Given n, return n!! (i.e., double factorial). 3 0 3 4 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 Given n, return Pn

i=1 i. 3 0 2 4 0.1 0.0 0.0
4 Given n, return Pn

i=1 i2. 4 0 2 3 122.4 18.1 0.3
5 Given n, return Qn

i=1 i2. 4 0 2 3 102.9 13.6 0.2
6 Given a and n, return an. 4 0 2 4 0.7 0.1 0.1
7 Given n and m, return Pm

i=n i. 3 0 2 3 0.2 0.0 0.0
8 Given n and m, return Qm

i=n i. 3 0 2 3 0.2 0.0 0.1
9 Count the number of digit for an integer. 3 0 3 3 0.0 0.0 0.0

10 Sum the digits of an integer. 3 0 3 4 5.2 2.2 1.3
11 Calculate product of digits of an intger. 3 0 3 3 0.7 2.3 0.3
12 Count the number of binary digit of an integer. 2 0 3 3 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 Find the nth Fibonacci number. 3 0 3 4 98.7 13.9 2.6
14 Given n, return Pn

i=1(
Pi

m=1 m)). 3 0 2 4 ? 324.9 37.6
15 Given n, return Qn

i=1(
Qi

m=1 m)). 3 0 2 4 ? 316.6 86.9
16 Reverse a given integer. 3 0 3 3 ? 367.3 2.5

Array

17 Find the sum of all elements of an array. 3 1 2 2 8.1 3.6 0.9
18 Find the product of all elements of an array. 3 1 2 2 7.6 3.9 0.9
19 Sum two arrays of same length into one array. 3 2 2 2 44.6 29.9 0.2
20 Multiply two arrays of same length into one array. 3 2 2 2 47.4 26.4 0.3
21 Cube each element of an array. 3 1 1 2 1283.3 716.1 13.0
22 Manipulate each element into 4th power. 3 1 1 2 1265.8 715.5 13.0
23 Find a maximum element. 3 1 2 2 0.9 0.7 0.4
24 Find a minimum element. 3 1 2 2 0.8 0.3 0.1
25 Add 1 to each element. 2 1 1 3 0.3 0.0 0.0
26 Find the sum of square of each element. 3 1 2 2 2700.0 186.2 11.5
27 Find the multiplication of square of each element. 3 1 1 2 1709.8 1040.3 12.6
28 Sum the products of matching elements of two arrays. 3 2 1 3 20.5 38.7 1.5
29 Sum the absolute values of each element. 2 1 1 2 45.0 50.5 12.1
30 Count the number of each element. 3 1 3 2 238.9 1094.1 0.2

Average > 616.8 165.5 6.6

Table 1: Performance of SIMPL. ? denotes timeout (> 1 hour). Assume ? as 3,600 seconds for the average of “Base”.

on students’ programming submissions. Our system, SIMPL,
has the following advantages over prior works:

• Feedback on incomplete programs: Existing systems
produce feedback only for complete programs; they can-
not help students who do not know how to proceed fur-
ther. In this case, SIMPL can help by automatically gen-
erating solutions starting from incomplete solutions.

• No burden on instructor: Existing systems require
instructor’s manual effort. For example, the system
in [Singh et al., 2013] needs a correct implementation
and a set of correction rules manually designed by the
instructor. On the other hand, SIMPL does not require
anything from the instructor.
An exception is [Farrell et al., 1984], where an auto-
matic LISP feedback system is presented. However, the
system produces feedback by relying on ad-hoc rules.

Programming by example Our work differs from prior
programming-by-example (PBE) techniques in two ways.
First, to our knowledge, our work is the first to synthe-
size imperative programs with loops. Most of the PBE ap-
proaches focus on domain-specific languages for string trans-
formation [Gulwani, 2011; Kini and Gulwani, 2015; Raza et

al., 2015; Manshadi et al., 2013; Wu and Knoblock, 2015],
number transformation [Singh and Gulwani, 2012], XML
transformation [Raza et al., 2014], and extracting relational
data [Le and Gulwani, 2014], etc. Several others have studied
synthesis of functional programs ([Albarghouthi et al., 2013;
Osera and Zdancewic, 2015; Frankle et al., 2016]. Second,
our algorithm differs from prior work in that we combine
semantic-based static analysis technology with enumerative
program synthesis. Existing enumerative synthesis technol-
ogy used pruning techniques such as type systems [Osera and
Zdancewic, 2015; Frankle et al., 2016] and deductions [Feser
et al., 2015], which are not applicable to our setting.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that combining enumerative
synthesis and static analysis is a promising way of synthe-
sizing introductory imperative programs. The enumerative
search allows us to find the smallest possible, therefore gen-
eral, program while the semantics-based static analysis dra-
matically accelerates the process in a safe way. We demon-
strated the effectiveness for 30 real programming problems
gathered from online forums.
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Programs

programmers; they have been posted as open questions in
online forums for several months.

To use our tool, it suffices to provide example patterns
only. Without any hints from the user, PAT is able to generate
a program that reproduces the patterns while generalizing
the behavior beyond the given examples.

Problem 1 (Isosceles Triangle) The first problem is to write
a program that displays isosceles triangles (i.e. triangle with
at least two equal sides). One possible example pattern is as
follows:

F
FFF

FFFFF
FFFFFFF

Given this pattern, PAT takes 0.04 seconds to synthesize the
program that draws the pattern:

for i in N do:
for j in N � i do: print
for j in 2 ⇤ i� 1 do: print F
print

The outermost loop iterates through the rows of the triangle,
where N represents the number of the rows to be displayed.
In each iteration, two inner loops are used to print N � i
blanks ( ) followed by 2⇤ i�1 star symbols (F). Also, the
program puts a newline ( ) upon completion of each row.
In this case, PAT can generate the program from a single
example pattern.

Problem 2 (Rectangle with an empty trapezoid) The sec-
ond problem is to write a program that produces a rectangle
with an empty trapezoid. Suppose that the following two ex-
ample patterns are given:

FFFFFF FFFFFFFF
FF FF FFF FFF
F F FF FF

F F

where the size of each pattern varies with the number of
rows. Given these examples, PAT generates the program in
1.0 seconds:

for i in N do:
for j in N � i+ 1 do: print F
for j in 2 ⇤ i� 2 do: print
for j in N � i+ 1 do: print F
print

Note that PAT is able to automatically infer a series of inner
loops that repeat through columns.

Problem 3 (Hollow square with diagonals) Consider the
problem of generating hollow squares with diagonals inside:

FFFFF FFFFFFF
FF FF FF FF
F F F F F F F
FF FF F F F
FFFFF F F F F

FF FF
FFFFFFF

This problem has remained open in an online forum2 for
more than three months.

With PAT, however, we can solve this problem in 5.2s.
Given the two examples above, it generates the following:

for i in N do:
for j in N do:

if ( i = 1 || i = N || j = 1 || j = i ||
j = N � i+ 1 || j = N): print F

else: print
print

The program prints out F when one of the following condi-
tion holds: the first row (i = 1), the last row (i = N ), the
first column (j = 1), the last column (j = N ), the lower-
right-oriented diagonal (j = i), and the upper-right-oriented
diagonal (j = N � i + 1). PAT accomplishes this by intro-
ducing a conditional statement within the nested loops.

Note that the synthesized program generalizes well be-
yond the given example patterns. For instance, the following
shows the output of the program when N is 6 or 8:

FFFFFF FFFFFFFF
FF FF FF FF
F FF F F F F F
F FF F F FF F
FF FF F FF F
FFFFFF F F F F

FF FF
FFFFFFFF

This generalization is a bit surprising since we did not pro-
vide example patterns for even numbers of N . In fact, we
were unsure how the patterns should be when N is even
since the question in the online forum was originally given
without such examples.
Problem 4 (W-shape) Consider the task of generating W-
patterns:

FFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFF

FFFFFFFFFF

This problem also came from the online forum3, which
still remains open. We provided PAT with the two examples
above and obtained the following program in 4.2 seconds:

for i in N do:
for j in 4 ⇤N � i� 2 do:

if ( j = 2 ⇤N � i || j = 2 ⇤N + i� 2 ||
j = 4 ⇤N � i� 2 || j = i): print F

else: print
print

Note that PAT is clever enough to identify the four cases: the
two lower-right-oriented diagonals (j = i, j = 2⇤N+i�2)
and the two upper-right-oriented diagonals (j = 2 ⇤ N �
i, j = 4 ⇤N � i� 2).

2http://codeforwin.org/2015/07/c-program-to-print-diamond-
star-pattern.html, accessed 11-Sep-2017

3http://codeforwin.org/2016/10/c-program-to-print-x-star-
pattern.html, accessed 11-Sep-2017
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Problem 2 (Rectangle with an empty trapezoid) The sec-
ond problem is to write a program that produces a rectangle
with an empty trapezoid. Suppose that the following two ex-
ample patterns are given:

FFFFFF FFFFFFFF
FF FF FFF FFF
F F FF FF

F F

where the size of each pattern varies with the number of
rows. Given these examples, PAT generates the program in
1.0 seconds:

for i in N do:
for j in N � i+ 1 do: print F
for j in 2 ⇤ i� 2 do: print
for j in N � i+ 1 do: print F
print

Note that PAT is able to automatically infer a series of inner
loops that repeat through columns.

Problem 3 (Hollow square with diagonals) Consider the
problem of generating hollow squares with diagonals inside:

FFFFF FFFFFFF
FF FF FF FF
F F F F F F F
FF FF F F F
FFFFF F F F F

FF FF
FFFFFFF

This problem has remained open in an online forum2 for
more than three months.

With PAT, however, we can solve this problem in 5.2s.
Given the two examples above, it generates the following:

for i in N do:
for j in N do:

if ( i = 1 || i = N || j = 1 || j = i ||
j = N � i+ 1 || j = N): print F

else: print
print

The program prints out F when one of the following condi-
tion holds: the first row (i = 1), the last row (i = N ), the
first column (j = 1), the last column (j = N ), the lower-
right-oriented diagonal (j = i), and the upper-right-oriented
diagonal (j = N � i + 1). PAT accomplishes this by intro-
ducing a conditional statement within the nested loops.

Note that the synthesized program generalizes well be-
yond the given example patterns. For instance, the following
shows the output of the program when N is 6 or 8:

FFFFFF FFFFFFFF
FF FF FF FF
F FF F F F F F
F FF F F FF F
FF FF F FF F
FFFFFF F F F F

FF FF
FFFFFFFF

This generalization is a bit surprising since we did not pro-
vide example patterns for even numbers of N . In fact, we
were unsure how the patterns should be when N is even
since the question in the online forum was originally given
without such examples.
Problem 4 (W-shape) Consider the task of generating W-
patterns:

FFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFF

FFFFFFFFFF

This problem also came from the online forum3, which
still remains open. We provided PAT with the two examples
above and obtained the following program in 4.2 seconds:

for i in N do:
for j in 4 ⇤N � i� 2 do:

if ( j = 2 ⇤N � i || j = 2 ⇤N + i� 2 ||
j = 4 ⇤N � i� 2 || j = i): print F

else: print
print

Note that PAT is clever enough to identify the four cases: the
two lower-right-oriented diagonals (j = i, j = 2⇤N+i�2)
and the two upper-right-oriented diagonals (j = 2 ⇤ N �
i, j = 4 ⇤N � i� 2).

2http://codeforwin.org/2015/07/c-program-to-print-diamond-
star-pattern.html, accessed 11-Sep-2017

3http://codeforwin.org/2016/10/c-program-to-print-x-star-
pattern.html, accessed 11-Sep-2017

programmers; they have been posted as open questions in
online forums for several months.

To use our tool, it suffices to provide example patterns
only. Without any hints from the user, PAT is able to generate
a program that reproduces the patterns while generalizing
the behavior beyond the given examples.

Problem 1 (Isosceles Triangle) The first problem is to write
a program that displays isosceles triangles (i.e. triangle with
at least two equal sides). One possible example pattern is as
follows:

F
FFF

FFFFF
FFFFFFF

Given this pattern, PAT takes 0.04 seconds to synthesize the
program that draws the pattern:

for i in N do:
for j in N � i do: print
for j in 2 ⇤ i� 1 do: print F
print

The outermost loop iterates through the rows of the triangle,
where N represents the number of the rows to be displayed.
In each iteration, two inner loops are used to print N � i
blanks ( ) followed by 2⇤ i�1 star symbols (F). Also, the
program puts a newline ( ) upon completion of each row.
In this case, PAT can generate the program from a single
example pattern.

Problem 2 (Rectangle with an empty trapezoid) The sec-
ond problem is to write a program that produces a rectangle
with an empty trapezoid. Suppose that the following two ex-
ample patterns are given:

FFFFFF FFFFFFFF
FF FF FFF FFF
F F FF FF

F F

where the size of each pattern varies with the number of
rows. Given these examples, PAT generates the program in
1.0 seconds:

for i in N do:
for j in N � i+ 1 do: print F
for j in 2 ⇤ i� 2 do: print
for j in N � i+ 1 do: print F
print

Note that PAT is able to automatically infer a series of inner
loops that repeat through columns.

Problem 3 (Hollow square with diagonals) Consider the
problem of generating hollow squares with diagonals inside:

FFFFF FFFFFFF
FF FF FF FF
F F F F F F F
FF FF F F F
FFFFF F F F F

FF FF
FFFFFFF

This problem has remained open in an online forum2 for
more than three months.

With PAT, however, we can solve this problem in 5.2s.
Given the two examples above, it generates the following:

for i in N do:
for j in N do:

if ( i = 1 || i = N || j = 1 || j = i ||
j = N � i+ 1 || j = N): print F

else: print
print

The program prints out F when one of the following condi-
tion holds: the first row (i = 1), the last row (i = N ), the
first column (j = 1), the last column (j = N ), the lower-
right-oriented diagonal (j = i), and the upper-right-oriented
diagonal (j = N � i + 1). PAT accomplishes this by intro-
ducing a conditional statement within the nested loops.

Note that the synthesized program generalizes well be-
yond the given example patterns. For instance, the following
shows the output of the program when N is 6 or 8:

FFFFFF FFFFFFFF
FF FF FF FF
F FF F F F F F
F FF F F FF F
FF FF F FF F
FFFFFF F F F F

FF FF
FFFFFFFF

This generalization is a bit surprising since we did not pro-
vide example patterns for even numbers of N . In fact, we
were unsure how the patterns should be when N is even
since the question in the online forum was originally given
without such examples.
Problem 4 (W-shape) Consider the task of generating W-
patterns:

FFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFFF

FFFFFFFFFF

This problem also came from the online forum3, which
still remains open. We provided PAT with the two examples
above and obtained the following program in 4.2 seconds:

for i in N do:
for j in 4 ⇤N � i� 2 do:

if ( j = 2 ⇤N � i || j = 2 ⇤N + i� 2 ||
j = 4 ⇤N � i� 2 || j = i): print F

else: print
print

Note that PAT is clever enough to identify the four cases: the
two lower-right-oriented diagonals (j = i, j = 2⇤N+i�2)
and the two upper-right-oriented diagonals (j = 2 ⇤ N �
i, j = 4 ⇤N � i� 2).

2http://codeforwin.org/2015/07/c-program-to-print-diamond-
star-pattern.html, accessed 11-Sep-2017

3http://codeforwin.org/2016/10/c-program-to-print-x-star-
pattern.html, accessed 11-Sep-2017
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